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Abstract: The use of numerical simulations for tool tryout and process control is becoming increas-
ingly prevalent. In this work, the deep drawing process of a car inner door panel of DC06 mild
steel is numerically analyzed and compared with industrial process results. Five batches of DC06
material were analyzed mechanically and tribologically. Diverse tribological models were developed
based on experimental strip drawing tests, where a Coefficient of Friction (CoF) was obtained as a
function of contact pressure, sliding velocity, and amount of lubricant. A topography analysis was
defined to compare material batches and to replicate industrial tool conditions. The simulation was
fed with three tribological models: constant (CoF 0.15), Filzek pressure and velocity dependent, and
TriboForm with lubrication zones. Thinning, Forming Limit Diagram (FLD) and draw-in were used
as indicators for the comparison. Using the industrial tool, both FLD and draw-in were measured
and compared with the numerical models. The constant model predicted the most conservative
strain state and also differed most from the experimental results. The P-v-dependent and TriboForm
models more accurately predicted the experimental results. This work highlights the importance of
considering more complex tribological models to feed numerical simulations to yield results closer to
real process conditions.

Keywords: sheet metal forming; deep drawing; modeling; friction; tribological model; lubrication;
sliding; strip drawing test

1. Introduction

Sheet metal forming operations are widely used in mass production. Deep drawing, in
particular, is prevalent in the automotive, aerospace, and manufacturing sectors. Using this
process, complex shapes can be produced with high accuracy while generating minimal
material waste. It involves several stages and parameters, including material properties,
tool geometry, lubrication, and process parameters such as blank holder force and drawing
speed. The main components of the tooling set components for these operations are a blank
holder or binder, a die, and a punch.

To evaluate process windows and optimize process parameters, accurate deep drawing
simulations are needed. It is widely agreed that tribological phenomena between the
workpiece and tool have a significant impact on the accuracy of numerical simulations [1].
The friction coefficient influences material flow, deformation, and wrinkling during the
forming process. Excessive friction impedes material feeding into critical areas and can
lead to the premature appearance of cracks.
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In industry, a constant Coefficient of Friction (CoF) of 0.15 has been traditionally
used for a steel part [2,3]. However, several studies have shown that the friction coeffi-
cient depends on various factors including contact pressure [4–6], sliding velocity [3,4],
lubricant type and amount [7,8], temperature [8,9], strain [3], and tool and sheet rough-
ness [6,10–12]. Different studies have analyzed these influences [6,8–14]. It was found
that a decrease in the friction coefficient corresponds to an increase in sliding veloci-
ties and contact pressures [13]. As the contact pressure increases, asperities present in
the topography of the contact surfaces become flattened. This changes surface contact
geometry and affects the friction coefficient [15].

Filzek et al. [8] analyzed the effect of tool temperature on the friction coefficient and
found that friction increased up to 77% when the temperature was increased from 20◦

to 80◦. The influence of the strain rate and tool roughness on a car inner door panel
implementing TriboForm friction models was studied by Sigvant et al. [11], who concluded
that tool roughness can be used as an additional parameter to control material flow. They
also highlighted the importance of using an accurate friction model to improve simulation
results. Zabala et al. [10] examined the impact of local roughness on a stamping process and
conducted an exhaustive analysis of the surface topography in different tool areas. They
did not observe any substantial differences between the numerical models that considered
or did not consider local roughness.

The effect of lubrication was analyzed by Filzek et al. [8] and Dou et al. [15], who
observed a notable decrease in the CoF when increasing the amount of lubricant. Lubricant
viscosity also plays an important role in the friction coefficient. Under the boundary lubri-
cation condition, the friction coefficient is composed of solid and fluid friction coefficients.
The local heating effect of the friction at the peak causes the viscosity of the lubricant
to decrease, resulting in a decrease in the coefficient of fluid friction [15,16]. The effect
of variability on material properties was further analyzed by Harsch et al. [17,18], who
concluded that material fluctuations contributed significantly to the forming process.

This increased understanding of the influence of various parameters on the friction
coefficient has led to the development of more complex tribological models and thus more
accurate simulation models [10,11,14,19,20]. Hence, a more in-depth analysis of these
different friction models—both simple (Coulomb) and more complex—is required. In
particular, pressure- and velocity-dependent models and more advanced models such as
TriboForm are of great interest. Moreover, in the context of deep drawing processes, the
effect of the variability of material properties on the tribological behavior is an important
factor to consider.

The present study is developed within this framework. A highly complex part was
analyzed and compared with experimental measurements. An advanced numerical model
varying forces by zones and including spacing blocks was developed. Five batches of
the same material used in serial production by Ford Valencia in Spain were analyzed. A
mechanical characterization and topography analysis was carried out, and several strip
drawing tests at various contact pressures, sliding velocities, and amounts of lubricant
were performed. The variability in both mechanical properties and friction was analyzed
for five batches of the same material, since variability in mechanical properties between
batches of the same material is known to influence the final stamping quality [21]. Different
tribological models were developed from the experimental tests to feed simulation models.
The numerical models were analyzed and compared using the Forming Limit Diagram
(FLD) and draw-in experimental measurements.

2. Methodology
2.1. Sheet Material

The material analyzed was a DC06 cold-rolled mild steel of 0.65 mm thickness with
a galvanized iron (50G50G-GI) coating. This is a mild–low carbon steel widely used for
cold forming, with excellent deep drawing properties. The sheet material was Electro
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Discharge Textured (EDT textured) by the steel maker [22], which is a common practice in
the automotive industry to improve the tribological system.

2.2. Mechanical Characterisation

Tensile tests were performed following the ISO 6892-1:2019 standard. The samples
were cut out in rolling, diagonal (45◦), and transversal directions. Tensile tests were
conducted on three specimens for each rolling direction and per batch. To obtain the strains
in the specimen, a deformation analysis with Image Digital Correlation (DIC) was carried
out. The DIC-based system employed to develop the required measurements was GOM
Aramis software [23].

Forming Limit Diagrams (FLDs) are commonly employed to assess the formability of
deep drawing processes [24,25]. FLD analyses the likelihood of necking occurring during
the tryout phase. In this work, Nakajima tests following the ISO 12004-1 standard were
employed to determine the FLC of the five batches of DC06 mild steel. As in the tensile
tests, the DIC system was used for strain measurement.

2.3. Topography Analysis

It has been shown in the literature that sheet roughness plays an important role in deep
drawing [26]. The roughness of the sheet should be carefully considered and controlled
during the manufacturing process to optimize the process. A low roughness surface can
decrease the frictional forces and result in lower forces required for the deep drawing
process. This can lead to improved surface quality of the finished product and less tool
wear. Surface treatments or coatings can be applied to the sheet to achieve the desired
surface roughness for the specific deep drawing application [7]. EDT texturing allows the
lubricant entrapping during deep drawing and decreases the CoF of the materials.

To analyze the topography, the samples were first cleaned with acetone to eliminate
any residue. Then, they were examined with a SensoFar S-NEOX optical profilometer
using the interferometry technique (20× Di objective, acquisition area: 1665 × 1253 µm2).
The surface topography parameters on the primary surface (S-F) were computed using
SensoMap Premium 7.4 metrology software for data post-processing in accordance with
the ISO 25178 standard [27].

From the five materials analyzed, the characteristic features of the surfaces were
evaluated using a set of topographical parameters from ISO 25178 [27]. These describe
height (Sa, Sq, Sz, Ssk), spatial (Str, Std), and functional (Vmp, Vvv) properties. In this
work, the following height properties of each batch were measured. Some of the main
parameters are described below.

• Average roughness (Sa). The arithmetic mean of the absolute value of the height within
the surface. It is the most commonly used parameter to assess surface topography,
together with the two-dimensional roughness parameter Ra.

• Root mean square roughness (Sq). A measurement of the asymmetry of the surface
deviation about the mean plane.

• Maximum height (Sz). The sum of the maximum value of the surface peak height and
the maximum value of the surface valley within the defined area.

• Skewness (Ssk): The degree of bias of the roughness shape, i.e., the asperity of the
surface. A positive skewness gives rise to a surface with more peaks or asperities,
whereas a negative skewness leads to more valleys.

2.4. Experimental Measurements

Recording and measuring press and process parameters are critical to the development
of an accurate numerical model. Thus, tool roughness and the amount of lubricant in
different zones of the part were measured.

Several roughness measurements were taken from the industrial tool, in die, punch,
and blank holder. Ra values from 0.41 µm to 2.44 µm were measured. Average values of
the two-dimensional Ra parameter were obtained, and an average Ra value for the binder
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of 0.7 µm was calculated. This Ra average value was used as reference to prepare die blocks
for the strip drawing tests (Section 2.5).

In the industrial tests, the amount of lubricant was measured in 18 different zones of
the part (9 zones per side) prior to stamping. In the industrial tool, a re-oiler is used that
applies different amounts of lubricant to the upper and lower parts of the precut.

To assess simulation accuracy, the draw-in of the part was measured in 11 different
zones, and the FLD was obtained in various zones with GOM ARGUS. “Draw-in” refers
to the amount of displacement of the edge of the part towards the die cavity during the
forming process.

2.5. Strip Drawing Tests

Tribological conditions were characterized with the strip drawing test. This test
emulates the conformal contacts in a deep drawing process [12,13] and reproduces the
tribological conditions between the dies and sheet material. The strip drawing test machine
employed in this work consists of two closed-loop-controlled servo driven axes. Figure 1
depicts the experimental set up. It consists of an upper movable die block, a lower fixed
die block, and a sheet metal strip positioned between them.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the strip drawing test (left) and strip drawing test machine used for the
tests (right).

In this test, a predefined normal force (FN) is applied by moving the upper die using a
servomotor coupled to a mechanical jack. Subsequently, the strip is pulled between dies
at a constant sliding velocity (v). Both tangential (FT) and normal (FN) forces are recorded
during the test. FT is the sum of interface friction forces between the sheet and the upper
and lower dies. Therefore, the CoF (µ in Equation (1)) can be calculated with the Coulomb
friction law (Equation (1)):

µ =
FT

2FN
(1)

The evaluation area of the friction coefficient was set as in Merklein et al. [13] and
Zabala et al. [12]. The die blocks were manufactured from grey cast iron GGG70. A
Plus- Plasma Nitriding (PPD) coating was applied to replicate the industrial tool surface,
obtaining a surface hardness of 62 HRc. The contact surface of the die blocks was of
30 mm width and 50 mm length. The blocks were prepared with industrial hand polishing
methods to obtain the average Ra of the industrial tool (0.7 µm).

Some of the influencing factors of the friction coefficient—sliding velocity, contact
pressure, and amount of lubricant—were mapped to investigate their degree of dependency.
Table 1 sets out the values assumed for each factor. The strip drawing tests were performed
at four different sliding velocities: 10, 50, 100, and 150 mm/s and at five different contact
pressures: 2, 5, 10, 15, and 25 MPa. Contact pressure values were based on typical contact
pressures in deep drawing operation parts and a first screening conducted by numerical
analysis. It was not possible to exceed the chosen upper value of the contact pressure in the
strip drawing test due to plastic elongation of the strip. Sliding velocity value levels were
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set based on the forming process of the inner door part, and tests were performed up to
machine maximum sliding velocity.

Table 1. Analyzed parameters on the strip drawing tests.

Factor Affecting CoF Value

Contact pressure [MPa] 2/5/10/15/25
Sliding velocity [mm/s] 10/50/100/150

Amount of lubricant [g/m2] 0.5/1/2/2.4/3/4

Prior to conducting the strip drawing tests, both the strips and die surfaces were
cleaned with acetone. The strips were then lubricated on each side with Ferrocoat
6131 metal forming lubricant. This lubricant has a relative density of 0.87 g/cm3 at 50◦ and
a viscosity of 19.6 mm2/s at 40 ◦C. A micropipette was used to apply the specified amount
of lubricant in each test. Three repetitions per sliding velocity and contact pressure were
tested to ensure representative results.

Six amounts of lubricant were tested. First, to observe variations between the five
batches analyzed, 0.5 g/m2 of lubricant was applied for all contact pressures and a sliding
velocity of 10 mm/s. Then, the effect of the amount of lubricant on the friction coefficient
was tested with amounts ranging from 0.5 g/m2 to 4 g/m2 for the same sliding velocity
and various pressures. Finally, three lubrication levels were tested based on production
measurements: 1 g/m2, 2.4 g/m2 (average lubrication), and 4 g/m2 (maximum measured).
These results were used to develop the friction models that generated the inputs of the
numerical model. The results were also used to reproduce the distribution of lubricant in
each zone and on each side of the sheet.

2.6. Tribological Models

To analyze the impact on the numerical results, three models were evaluated:

• Constant. In most industrial simulations, a Coulomb constant model is used for steel
deep drawing. In this work, the typical constant value of 0.15 was applied so as to
compare with the remaining models.

• Pressure and velocity dependent (P-v dependent). Several studies have demonstrated
the influence of contact pressure and sliding velocity on the friction coefficient [4,5,8,10].
In this work, a pressure- and velocity-dependent friction model to calculate the effective
coefficient of friction µe f f was assumed (Equation (2)) following the potential distribution
of Filzek [4]:

µe f f = µ

(
p

pre f

)e−1

− a·ln
max

(
νrel , νre f

)
νre f

(2)

where µ is the base friction coefficient, p is the contact pressure, pre f is the reference
pressure, νrel is the velocity of the sheet relative to the tool in contact, νre f is the refer-
ence velocity, and a and e are the velocity factor and pressure exponent, respectively.
This model takes into account the decrease in the friction coefficient due to the increase
in relative velocity and contact pressure between the sheet and tool in contact. In this
work, three P-v-dependent models were implemented for the following amounts of
lubricant: 1, 2.4, and 4 g/m2. The maximum, minimum, and mean lubricant amount
values were selected to analyze the differences in the tribological models for these
boundary values. For simulation, a P-v-dependent single model with a medium level
of lubricant was defined, as AutoForm is not able to create different models for each
side of the sheet for this tribological model type. Therefore, a simulation model with a
P-v-dependent 2.4 g/m2 model was implemented. The average between the two faces
was considered for each measured zone, and it was assumed that the P-v-dependent
model for the average amount of lubricant was an appropriate approximation.
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• TriboForm with lubrication zones. In this case, TriboForm® software was used to create
a contact-pressure- and sliding-velocity-dependent model. This model also considers
material elasto-plasticity and tool roughness. AutoForm has a TriboForm plug-in that
permits implementation of this complex model. It can also define different amounts
of lubricant in various zones and sides of the sheet by means of lubrication spots.
Nine lubrication zones were defined for each zone and side of the sheet to replicate
industrial conditions. These amounts of lubricant were measured in the industrial
precut. Three tribological models were defined for three lubricant levels based on
the industrial measurements: 1, 2.4, and 4 g/m2. As for the P-v-dependent models,
the maximum, minimum, and mean values were selected to analyze the differences
between models. To feed the simulation model, the TriboForm 1 g/m2 model was
used as the basis. Additional amounts of lubricant were applied to the different zones
and sides of the sheet based on experimental measurements with lubrication spots.

The models can be arranged in descending order of complexity as follows: TriboForm
with lubrication zones, P-v dependent, and constant. To assess accuracy and validate the
models, R-squared (Equation (3)) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) (Equation (4))
were calculated for the P-v-dependent and TriboForm models:

R2 = 1− ∑i
(
y′i − yi

)2

∑i(yi − yi)
2 (3)

RMSE =

√√√√ n

∑
i=1

(
y′i − yi

)2

n
(4)

where y′ is the predicted value, y is the experimental value, yi is the mean value of the
experimental data, and n is the number of observations.

2.7. Simulation Set-Up

The case study was a DC06 mild steel inner car door panel (Figure 2). This is an
industrial component with complex geometries, stretched curvatures, and harsh transitions.
Figure 2 illustrates the drawn panel together with the tool set up. As can be observed, there
are draw-beads in the blank holding area, mainly to restrain material flow and to improve
the robustness of the deep drawing process [11]. The industrial tool has 11 spacer blocks
and 8 positioners; these are also included in the numerical model. Table 2 summarizes the
principal characteristics of the simulation parameters.

DC06’s elasto-plastic behavior is shown in Table 2. These parameters were used as
input for the simulation models. It should be noted that the Swift Hockett–Sherby law [28]
was assumed for the hardening model, as it has provided accurate modelling for mild steel
types in such applications. Regarding yield criteria, the BBC2005 [29] law was assumed.

As regards to mesh type and size, for each simulation elasto-plastic shell elements
with 11 integration points through thickness were defined.

Regarding boundary conditions, it was a single action press. The punch was the fixed
tool, whereas the die and binder had a vertical movement. As the industrial tool was a
multipoint cushion system with four independent cylinders, one column per independent
cylinder was defined in the binder. In this work, the binder was considered to be an
elastic tool (force controlled), whereas the punch and die were rigid tools. The value of
the elastic deformation of the binder was approximated by a single value (tool stiffness) to
give a realistic pressure distribution in the contacting area. In this work a tool stiffness of
50 MPa/mm was defined, as it is the value recommended for AutoForm for these types
of tools [30]. The 11 spacer blocks with different thicknesses of the industrial tool were
also modeled. The stiffness of each spacer block was calculated as an approximation of an
elastic beam [30], since the geometry and the material of each spacer block were known.
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Figure 2. AutoForm Fe model set-up (left) and final part (right). In AutoForm set-up, from top to
bottom: die, sheet and binder, and punch. Spacer blocks are not shown in the set-up.

Table 2. Main material properties and process parameters of numerical simulation set-up.

Material DC06 mild steel

Sheet thickness 0.64 mm

Poisson ratio 0.3

Young Modulus 210 GPa

Hardening model Swift Hockett–Sherby

Yield criteria BBC2005

Blank holder Force controlled (columns)

Spacer blocks From 0.5 to 0.9 mm

To obtain a numerical model as close as possible to reality, the three tribological models
described in Section 2.6 (constant, P-v dependent and TriboForm with lubrication zones)
were employed. The results of each configuration were compared using FLD, draw-in, and
thinning as variables.

3. Results
3.1. Tensile Tests and FLDs

Figure 3a,b plot the global ranges of variation of the true strain–stress curves and the
experimental Forming Limit Curves (FLCs) obtained for the five batches of DC06 mild steel.
FLC separates the safe and failure zones. Table 3 sets out the main mechanical properties of
the batches analyzed: 0.2% offset yield strength (Rp 0.2%), ultimate strength (Rm) Lankford
coefficients at 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ (r0, r45, and r90), and hardening exponent (n). Similar values
were observed between batches.
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Figure 3. (a) True stress–strain curves in the rolling directions 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦; (b) Upper and lower
Forming Limit Curves. In both cases the global upper and lower limit curves for each test are shown
for the 5 batches.
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Table 3. Mechanical properties of the five batches of DC06 material.

Material Rp 0.2% [MPa] Rm [MPa] r0 [-] r45 [-] r90 [-] n [-]

DC06_1 156.9 294.5 2.110 1.837 2.560 0.247

DC06_2 140.0 280.9 2.060 1.877 2.820 0.248

DC06_3 147.4 293.3 2.043 1.680 2.493 0.243

DC06_4 151.4 296.5 2.050 1.910 2.640 0.250

DC06_5 152.4 292.9 2.013 1.647 2.420 0.240

3.2. Topography Analysis

The surface topographies of the five batches are shown at the same scale in Figure 4.
All of the batches presented similar surface topography, with small rough cavities. Figure 5
depicts the height descriptor parameters (Sa, Sq, Sz, and Ssk) for the measured areas of the
five batches. The average roughness (Figure 5a) varied slightly between batches. Sa ranged
from 1.23 (DC06_2) to 1.43 µm (DC06_4). In the case of the die blocks, a Sa of 0.65 µm was
measured.
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Figure 4. Representative axonometric (above) and two-dimensional (below) projections of the
surface textures corresponding to samples of the five batches: (a) DC06_1; (b) DC06_2; (c) DC06_3;
(d) DC06_4; and (e) DC06_5.

3.3. Strip Drawing Tests

The results obtained from the strip drawing tests are described in this section. Figure 6a
plots the friction coefficient of the five analyzed batches. These tests were performed at
a sliding velocity of 10 mm/s and contact pressures of 2, 5, 10, and 15 MPa. No clear
variation in the CoF was observed between batches; therefore, batch DC06_3 was selected
for further tests on lubricant amounts, contact pressures, and sliding velocities.

The results of the strip drawing tests for different amounts of lubricant are presented
in Figure 6b. It can be seen that increasing the amount of lubricant resulted in a slight
decrease in CoF. A maximum difference of 15.73% was found between 0.5 g/m2 and 4 g/m2

of lubricant at a contact pressure of 15 MPa. This decrease in the CoF with contact pressure
followed the same trend for all levels of lubricant. The difference between the CoF of
the minimum and maximum amounts of lubricant also increased slightly as the contact
pressure rose.

Figure 7 shows the CoF of DC06_3 for pressures ranging from 2 to 25 MPa and at four
sliding velocities (10, 50, 100, and 150 mm/s). Each graph depicts the tests for the different
lubrication levels measured in production: 1 g/m2 (Figure 7a), 2.4 g/m2 (Figure 7b), and
4 g/m2 (Figure 7c). The results show that both contact pressure and sliding velocity have a
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significant influence on the CoF. The decreasing trend of the CoF with contact pressure is
more pronounced from 2 to 10 MPa.
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Figure 5. Height descriptor parameters of the five different batches of DC06 material: (a) average
roughness Sa; (b) root mean square roughness Sq; (c) maximum height Sz; and (d) skewness Ssk.
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Figure 6. CoF vs. contact pressure of (a) the five the material batches analyzed (DC06_3) at 10 mm/s
and 0.5 g/m2 and (b) one of the batches analyzed (DC06_3) for different amounts of lubricant at
10 mm/s.
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Figure 7. CoF vs. contact pressure of the DC06_3 batch at different sliding velocities (10, 50, 100, and
150 mm/s): (a) 1 g/m2; (b) 2.4 g/m2; and (c) 4 g/m2.

For 1 g/m2 (Figure 7a) and 4 g/m2 (Figure 7c), a slight increase in the CoF can be
observed at the end of the test, although there was no galling in the die blocks. For the
minimum lubrication, the CoF ranges from 0.1208 (at 2 MPa and 10 mm/s) to 0.054 (at
25 MPa and 150 mm/s). At the maximum level of lubricant, the CoF ranges from 0.1140 (at
2 MPa and 10 mm/s) to 0.047 (at 25 MPa and 150 mm/s).

3.4. Tribological Models

The pressure–velocity-dependent tribological models were developed based on the
DC06_3 strip drawing tests results. For comparison, the models were evaluated under the
same contact pressures (2, 5, 10, 15, and 25 MPa) and sliding velocities (10, 50, 100, and
150 mm/s) as the experimental tests.

• Pressure and velocity dependent (P-v dependent). Figure 8 plots the three P-v-
dependent models developed for the minimum (Figure 8a), mean (Figure 8b), and
maximum (Figure 8c) amounts of lubricant. As observed in the experimental tests,
the CoF presents higher values for lower sliding velocities and lower pressures. The
boundaries of all the P-v-dependent models are well defined for small contact pres-
sures (2 MPa), whereas for higher contact pressures there are some disparities with
respect to the experimental results. The P-v-dependent models for 1 and 4 g/m2 report
a slight overestimation of the CoF for high contact pressures and sliding velocities.
As an example, the P-v-dependent model for 4 g/m2 presents a small disparity for
a sliding velocity of 150 mm/s, in that it estimates a CoF of 0.55 versus an experi-
mental value of 0.047. The increase in the CoF for 25 MPa and 10 mm/s in 1 and
4 g/m2 lubrication levels cannot be replicated by the P-v-dependent models, which
show a maximum deviation of 18% with respect to the experimental value for the
1 g/m2 P-v-dependent model. The coefficients of the P-v-dependent friction models
(Equation (2)) were calculated with least squares methodology using Microsoft Excel
and are presented in Table 4. The P-v-dependent model for 2.4 g/m2 reported the
lowest error, with an RMSE of 0.04 (Table 5) and model boundaries in strong agreement
with the experimental results.

• TriboForm with lubrication zones. These models were composed of a cast iron tooling
with an average roughness of Sa = 0.65 µm and sheet material with a roughness of
Sa = 1.4 µm. The nine lubrication zones defined for each side of the sheet are illustrated
in Figure 9. Note that the lubrication scope in the TriboForm library created ranges
from 0.5 to 3 g/m2. Hence, zones with amounts of lubricant higher than 3 g/m2 were
limited to a maximum of 3 g/m2.
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Figure 8. CoF vs. contact pressure of the DC06_3 batch at different sliding velocities (10, 50, 100,
and 150 mm/s). P-v-dependent model and experimental data for different amounts of lubricant:
(a) 1 g/m2; (b) 2.4 g/m2; and (c) 4 g/m2.
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Figure 9. Amount of lubricant (in g/m2) for the lubrication zones defined on each side of the part:
(a) top side and (b) bottom side.

Table 4. Coefficients of the P-v-dependent friction models for each amount of lubricant.

Model e a pref [MPa] vref [mm/s]

P-v dependent 1 g/m2 0.8767 0.0116 1.9771 10
P-v dependent 2.4 g/m2 0.8817 0.0138 1.9901 10
P-v dependent 4 g/m2 0.8664 0.0108 1.9704 10

Table 5. R-squared and RMSE calculated for the tribological models.

Model Amount of Lubricant [g/m2] R-Squared [-] RMSE [-]

P-v dependent
1 0.895 0.006

2.4 0.963 0.004
4 0.915 0.006

TriboForm
1 0.870 0.007

2.4 0.969 0.004
4 0.941 0.005

Figure 10 shows the three TriboForm models developed for the minimum (Figure 10a),
mean (Figure 10b), and maximum (Figure 10c) amounts of lubricant. The trend is the same
as that for the experimental results and the P-v-dependent models, i.e., the CoF is lower
with increasing contact pressure and sliding velocity. Note that for all TriboForm models
there is an overestimation of the CoF for lower contact pressures (2 MPa) and low sliding
velocities. This overestimation is about 11.97% (Figure 10a), 5.64% (Figure 10b), and 6.09%
(Figure 10c) with respect to the experimental values for 2 MPa and 10 mm/s. On the other
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hand, the TriboForm models accurately predicted the CoF for high contact pressures and
sliding velocities.
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Figure 10. CoF vs. contact pressure of the DC06_3 batch at different sliding velocities (10, 50, 100,
and 150 mm/s). TriboForm model and experimental data. (a) 1 g/m2; (b) 2.4 g/m2; and (c) 4 g/m2.

To assess the accuracy of the models, R-squared and RMSE were calculated for each
of the tribological models developed (Table 5). All models report similar RMSE values,
ranging from 0.04 to 0.07. The lowest RMSE was found for both the TriboForm and
P-v-dependent friction models for an amount of lubricant of 2.4 g/m2. The higher RMSE
values from the 1 and 4 g/m2 models were due to a singularity in the CoF value for a
contact pressure of 25 MPa and sliding velocity of 10 mm/s, among other factors. As for
R-squared, all models presented similarly high values. For 2.4 g/m2, the highest R-squared
was found for both the P-v-dependent and TriboForm models.

For the purpose of comparison, Figure 11 shows all tribological models (constant,
P-v dependent, and TriboForm) with their extrapolated values. In the plot, the sliding
velocity ranges from 1 to 300 mm/s and the contact pressure ranges from 1 to 40 MPa. For
sliding velocities and contact pressures outside the tested range, different trends can be
observed for each model. At these boundaries, CoF values ranging from 0.029 to 0.146 were
obtained. In terms of the amount of lubricant, the greater the amount the lower the CoF.
However, as mentioned previously, no substantial differences were observed.
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For sliding velocities higher than 150 mm/s, the 2.4 and 4 g/m2 TriboForm models
presented the lowest friction coefficient for all contact pressures. In the case of sliding
velocities lower than 10 mm/s, all the TriboForm models reported a higher CoF than
the P-v-dependent models for the same contact pressures. For example, the TriboForm
predicted CoF reached a value of 0.146 for 1 MPa, 1 mm/s, and 1 g/m2, which is 11.81%
higher than the P-v-dependent model for the same conditions. For sliding velocities higher
than 150 mm/s and high contact pressures (40 MPa), there are also differences between the
two models. For example, for 300 mm/s a global minimum CoF of 0.025 was obtained in
the TriboForm model of 4 g/m2, versus a CoF value of 0.043 in the P-v-dependent model
of 4 g/m2. With respect to the constant model (CoF 0.15), substantial differences were
observed. For high contact pressures and sliding velocities (e.g., 40 MPa and 300 mm/s),
the P-v-dependent model estimated a CoF 64.67% lower than the constant model. Under
the same conditions, the TriboForm model estimated a CoF 76.95% lower than the constant
model. The TriboForm model for 1 g/m2 estimated a CoF value of 0.419 at 40 MPa and
300 mm/s, which was 40.13% higher than the TriboForm model for 4 g/m2 (with a CoF
of 0.029).

Overall, the difference between the P-v-dependent and TriboForm models was higher
for contact pressure and sliding velocity values outside the strip drawing test range. This
was especially the case for the TriboForm 2.4 and 4 g/m2 models, with the former presenting
a marked change in the trend for these extreme values.

3.5. Numerical Results

Figure 12 depicts the FLDs of the car inner door panel for the three tribological models
studied. The yellow zone represents the 20% safety margin of the FLC. The cloud of points
denotes the principal strain states of each element of the part. Note that these colored
zones are valid for linear strain paths. As the complexity of the friction model increases,
an evident decrease in the overall stretching state of the component can be observed from
left to right. The use of the traditional constant friction model employed in industrial
simulations in a force-controlled model with spacer blocks led to severe splits in several
zones of the part (see Figure 13a). Compared with the constant model, the P-v-dependent
(Figure 12b) and TriboForm (Figure 12c) models reported a drastic change in FLD and
delivered a valid process without any risk of splits. Note that in these two models a
significant thickening occurs. This was especially the case for the TriboForm model, where
minor strains of −0.506 were achieved in a localized zone of the part.
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Figure 12. Simulation results of FLD diagrams of the part applying the three tribological models:
(a) constant (mu 0.15); (b) P-v dependent; and (c) TriboForm with lubrication zones. The legend
represents the different strain states.
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Figure 13. Thinning of the three tribological models analyzed: (a) constant; (b) P-v dependent, and
(c) TriboForm with lubrication zones. Negative values indicate more stretching (or more thinning) of
the part with respect to reference thickness.

Figure 13 shows the thinning values of the whole part for each model. Thinning values
represent the reduction in the initial thickness (in mm) due to the stretching or compression
(thickening) of the part during the process [31]. The scale in the figure indicates the thinning
of the material as a negative number, whereas thickening is depicted as positive. In deep
drawing industrial operations, a 20% thinning of the initial thickness is defined as the limit
of an acceptable part. In this work, for an initial thickness of 0.64, the limit of thinning was
0.128 mm. There is a marked difference between the thinning of the constant model versus
the P-v-dependent and TriboForm models. In all the simulations, thickening was observed
mainly in the blank holder area of the component. Thickening was also found in certain
areas out of the holding zone, which could lead to wrinkles in the industrial process.

Three zones were selected to obtain a more quantitative analysis of the thinning
between the three models: zone 1, zone 2, and zone 3 (Figure 14). The maximum thinning
(in absolute value) of each zone was selected for the comparison. As can be observed in
Figure 14, the constant model presented the highest thinning for all zones. The TriboForm
and P-v-dependent models reported the same thinning value in zone 1. The major thinning
difference between the P-v-dependent and TriboForm models was observed in zone 2,
where the TriboForm thinning was 8.87% lower than the P-v-dependent model. This same
zone is where all major differences were found: the constant model predicted a substantial
split, as compared with values of 0.248 and 0.226 for the P-v-dependent and TriboForm
models, respectively.
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Figure 14. Thinning (in absolute value) of the three zones (1, 2 and 3) analyzed for the
three tribological models. The value of maximum thinning of each zone highlighted was selected for
the analysis.

For draw-in measurements, 11 points were selected for the analysis. Their position
was based on production measurements, and their coordinates were exactly the same for
each of the three numerical models (Figure 15). The figure compares draw-in differences of
the P-v-dependent and TriboForm models with respect to the constant model. In general,
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the trends shown for draw-in corresponded to the strain and thinning results, i.e., major
strain values led to low draw-in values.
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Overall, both the TriboForm and P-v-dependent models presented higher draw-in
values than the constant model at all points analyzed. Significant differences in draw-in
were observed for points 1, 3, 4, and 5, reaching 36.79 mm (P-v dependent, zone 1) with
respect to the constant model. However, the complexity of the analyzed geometry did not
permit identification of any clear trend for all points of the TriboForm and P-v-dependent
models. From points 2 to 8 and point 11, higher draw-in values were obtained for the
TriboForm model. However, for points 1 and 9, slightly higher draw-in values were
obtained for the P-v-dependent model, with a maximum difference of 1.98 mm with respect
to the TriboForm model.

3.6. Experimental Measurements

In the industrial process, the draw-in of the 11 points and the FLD were measured.
GOM ARGUS was used to measure the strain state of different zones after stamping. For
that, a chemical etched pattern applied in the initial precuts was used. The FLD of three
critical zones of the part was selected to make a numerical–experimental comparisons.
Figure 16a–c illustrate the experimental FLD contours of the selected zones, and Figure 17
shows the differences between numerical draw-in and experimental measurements.
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4. Discussion

As regards to roughness measurements (Figure 5), a maximum variation in Sa of
16.26% between batches was found (Figure 5). A number of studies [11,32] have reported
the effect of roughness on the CoF, reporting a lower CoF for higher rugosities. In the
present study, the variation in surface roughness (Sa) was found to be small, resulting in
very similar CoF values for all materials.

The strip drawing test results (Figure 7a–c) were in agreement with the state of the
art. The CoF decreases with increasing sliding velocity [4,13,33,34] and with increasing
contact pressure [5,6]. As observed in Figure 7, the trend of CoF decreasing with contact
pressure was more pronounced from 2 to 10 MPa. This phenomenon was studied by
Karupannasamy et al. [35], who concluded that the surface deformation had a marked
effect on CoF evolution at low contact pressures. Moreover, increasing amounts of lubricant
have been found to lead to a decrease in CoF [8]; however, in the present study no significant
differences were observed from 0.5 to 4 g/m2 (Figure 6b). Although our results indicated
that the influence of the lubricant is strongest at higher contact pressures (Figure 6b), Filzek
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et al. [8] observed the opposite effect. This phenomenon could be attributed to hydrostatic
and hydrodynamic fluid effects [36]. High levels of lubricant can lead to a mixed-layer
lubrication regime, resulting in significant variability in CoF values for the same contact
pressures and sliding velocities [37]. Contact area size can have also an effect on this
variation In the CoF. Recklin et al. [38] observed variations in the effect of the amount of
lubricant between the same tests with different contact areas due to its distribution over the
contact area. Lubricant viscosity also can affect the results, as its low viscosity (19.6 mm2/s
at 40 ◦C) might cause a lubricant sweep during the process.

Turning to the deep drawing process, draw-beads and spacer blocks are a key factor
in the blank holder pressure. FLDs and material flow are highly affected by this variable,
as the friction coefficient greatly depends on the contact pressure and tool configuration
has a significant impact on this pressure distribution. In the present work, the traditional
constant model had a constant CoF value of 0.15, which led to severe splits in the upper
zone of the part. In contrast, the TriboForm model was able to take into account lubrication
spots, material elasto-plasticity, and tool roughness, which should lead to a model closer
to industrial tool conditions. Lower friction takes place in high pressure radius areas [39],
whereas in low pressure areas higher friction is expected. For this reason, higher draw-in
values were expected for the TriboForm model, as the draw-beads present lower friction.
In this work, a Filzek pressure- and velocity-dependent model also represented a model
closer to real conditions but without lubrication zones and plastic deformation effects. The
P-v-dependent model (Figure 12b) presented less thickening than the TriboForm model
(Figure 12c) but more than the constant model (Figure 12a). This may be due to the
lubrication zones. In certain zones of the part (see Figure 9), lubrication reached levels of
up to 3 g/m2. Lubricant in such quantities could cause wrinkles on the part, which may
have led to zones with significant thickening.

Sliding velocity is also a significant factor. Sliding velocities higher than 150 mm/s
were reached in the stamping process (Figure 18). For contact pressures lower than 2 MPa
and higher than 25 MPa and sliding velocities lower than 10 mm/s and higher than
150 mm/s, the tribological models were extrapolated (Figure 11). In these zones the CoF
tended to be lower (TriboForm) or higher (P-v dependent). The same trend for both lower
and higher contact pressures was found by Zabala et al. [10] with a TriboForm model for a
mild steel. This may be one of the reasons why the experimental FLD contour differs from
those obtained by simulation using the TriboForm and P-v-dependent models.
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Moreover, sliding velocity had a marked effect on the draw-in results. The highest slid-
ing velocities were observed in the bottom-right side of the part for all the numerical models
(Figure 18). This zone also showed the highest draw-in values and notable differences
between the TriboForm and P-v-dependent models compared with the constant model.
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As the friction coefficient was characterized for high sliding velocities, in zones where
velocity was high, friction was low for the P-v-dependent and TriboForm models. This is a
factor in the draw-in differences between the TriboForm and P-v-dependent models and
the constant model and between the P-v-dependent and the TriboForm models. Figure 11
illustrates these differences.

The real CoF might similarly be overestimated for the same contact pressures and a low
sliding velocity (i.e., 10 mm/s) if only contact pressure and not a range of sliding velocities
were considered in the tribological model. For high sliding velocities (i.e., 150 mm/s)
and pressures between 1 and 40 MPa, the CoF ranged from 0.095 to 0.047 considering
both TriboForm and P-v-dependent model values. These values were 36.85% and 67.80%
lower than the constant model and led to differences in FLD and thinning, as observed in
Figures 12 and 14.

Figure 16 compares the numerical models with the experimental FLD measurements
of the industrial part in three zones: at the top (zone 1), where spacer blocks have their
lowest thickness; on the left (zone 2); and in the bottom-right zone of the part (zone 3). Only
the outer contour of each FLD is shown. As can be observed, the greatest FLD differences
between models were in zone 1 (Figure 16a). In this zone, the constant model had severe
splits (Figure 13a) and thus the FLD strains were high, reaching major strain values of
0.97 and minor strain values of −0.45. For the same zone, both the P-v-dependent and
TriboForm models reported a similar strain state that was closer to the experimental results.

With regard to the minor strain values, the numerical predictions in both the TriboForm
and P-v-dependent predictions underestimated the experimental values. The models
predicted values up to −0.22, whereas a minor strain of −0.15 was measured in the
experimental FLD. Overall, this zone presented higher pressures due to spacer block
disposition. This high pressure did not affect the friction coefficient for the constant model,
as its value was 0.15 for all zones. However, the zone 1 CoF values in the TriboForm and
P-v-dependent models decreased due to pressure dependency, leading to lower strains.

As for zone 2 (Figure 16b), the FLD distribution of the constant model was similar
to that of the experimental results. The TriboForm model predicted a similar distribution
shape but tended towards more thickening and compression in some zones. Minor strains
of up to −0.38 were reached in the P-v-dependent model, with more thickening in zone 2.

Thinning plots (Figure 13b,c) illustrate the thickening in both the TriboForm and
P-v-dependent models, in which a small, concentrated thickening zone (purple) can be
seen in zone 2. Thickening in this zone was also observed in the industrial part; however,
this presented lower minor strains. The TriboForm model reached its major strain value
of 0.33 for a minor strain of −0.18 and achieved a minor strain of −0.3 in the thickening
zone. In zone 2, the experimental FLD strains reached a maximum of 0.41. This was 20.73%
and 18.39% higher than the maximum major strains of the TriboForm and P-v-dependent
models, respectively, for the same minor strain value (−0.195).

Figure 16c shows the FLD contours for all the numerical models and the experimental
measurements in zone 3. In this case, the constant model also overestimated the strain state
of the part, reaching major strain values of 0.32 versus experimental values of 0.25. Both the
P-v-dependent and TriboForm models reported a deviation, tending towards lower minor
strains than the experimental measurements for the same major strains. The TriboForm
model had the highest deviation, with the lowest minor strain of −0.323, whereas the
experimental boundary had minor strains up to −0.15. Some singular points achieved
minor strain values of −0.253 due to a local thickening of the part. Overall, in zone 3 both
the TriboForm and P-v-dependent models estimated more compression and thickening
zones than the experimental results, whereas the constant model was more conservative.

In addition to FLD measurements, draw-in was also compared. Figure 17 shows the
draw-in differences between the models and experimental measurements for the 11 points
analyzed. No clear trend could be discerned. The draw-in of the constant model for points
1, 2, 3, and 4 was markedly different as this was the zone with the highest major strain
values. In the experimental part, higher draw-in values were observed for points 1, 2, 3,
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4, and 6. The highest draw-in differences of more than 20 mm were mainly found in the
constant model (points 1, 2, 3, and 4). An error of less than 12 mm was found for points
8, 9, 10, and 11. In the zone where higher sliding velocities were found (near points 5
and 6), the TriboForm and P-v-dependent models predicted a higher draw-in than that
of the industrial part. Overall, the constant model showed the largest deviation from the
experimental draw-in. This model underestimated the draw-in except for points 6 and 8.
The TriboForm and P-v-dependent models had similar draw-in values. Points 1, 3, 4, and
5 were found to be the most sensitive to variations in the tribological model, exhibiting
differences of up to 36.79 mm. The disparity in the roughness of the tool might be one of
the causes of these differences [8,11].

Tool stiffness plays an important role in simulation accuracy, as it affects the pressure
contact distribution and, as a result, the strain distribution of the part [40]. A stiffer tool
generates higher contact pressures, which can lead to higher compressive stresses in the
sheet. This could be one of the sources of deviation, and future work will be developed to
consider its influence.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, the deep drawing process of a car inner door panel of DC06
mild steel has been numerically analyzed and compared with industrial process results. A
mechanical characterization and topography analysis was carried out, and strip drawing
tests at various contact pressures, sliding velocities, and amounts of lubricant were per-
formed. Tribological models were developed from the experimental tests to feed simulation
models. The numerical models were analyzed and compared using the FLD and draw-in
experimental measurements.

The following conclusions were drawn:

• The use of complex tribological models with the friction coefficient as a function of
contact pressure, sliding velocity, and amount of lubricant substantially improved the
simulation accuracy compared with the constant model.

• The TriboForm with lubrication zones and P-v-dependent models predicted similar
results; the TriboForm model predicted slightly more thickening.

• The constant model predicted a lower draw-in value than the P-v-dependent and
TriboForm with lubrication zones models for all points measured. With respect to the
experimental results, no clear trend was observed.

• For batches of DC06 mild steel, no significative differences in the friction coefficient
were found. This suggests a variation in the roughness of the sheets as an incontrollable
noise that is not batch dependent. Nonetheless, this did not significantly affect the
friction coefficient results (less than 0.01).

• For the analyzed materials, there were no major differences in the values of the
coefficient of friction based on the amount of lubricant applied. The variation in the
amount of lubricant (from 0.5 to 4 g/m2) led to maximum CoF variation of 0.014.

In future lines, further research will conducted to analyze the influence of tool stiffness
on the tribological behavior and FLD, as well as the draw-in results.
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